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A SURVEY OF SMALL BUSINESS COMPUTER 
USERS- WHAT SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS 

AND MANAGERS REALLY WANT IN A 
MICRO-COMPUTER SYSTEM 

F. B. Green and Alden Peterson 

INTRODUCTION 
For the past several years, a large number of articles, books, brochures, 

and magazines have been offering advice for potential users of micro-
computers, particularly small firms and offices previously unaffected by the 
computer revolution. Owners and managers of small businesses have been 
faced with an incredible array of brands and distributors along with a pro-
liferation of advertising and promotional schemes designed to attract their 
attention. Popular computing magazines provide a plethora of information 
and advice, most urging the purchase of personal or desktop computers 
without delay (Rogers, 1982). More than 150 manufacturers of personal 
computers, and numerous additional companies selling peripherals and 
software, are creating what some in the industry are referring to as "com-
puter shock" (Business Week Aug. 8, 1983). Faced with competitive 
pressures, tight money, and a fair amount of "bandwagon" anxiety, small 
business entrepreneurs are seeking, finding and purchasing micro-computer 
systems in record numbers. Sales of personal computers have been doubling 
each year since 1980 with a significant share going to the small business 
market (Business Week, Oct. 3, 1983). 

Several journal articles and various institutional brochures have been 
published to provide small business users with practical advice pertaining to 
the selection process. Several decision models have been proposed for the 
development of small business computer-based information systems. An 
earlier article by the authors (Peterson and Green. 1982) observed that the 
emphasis in much of the literature was directed toward the selection of com-
puter hardware. For some small businesses, this may be appropriate; but ex-
perience with small business systems and the ultimate cost of wftware 
utilization suggested a change in emphasis toward reviewing and evaluating 
software prior to considering the particular hardware requirements of a 
system. Recent articles in the literature have reflected this change. 

This article examines the preferences of small business owners and 
managers and reveals the attributes specifically desired in computer-based 
systems. A number of small businesses in a region covering portions of 
three states was surveyed by the authors. The purpose of the investigation 
was to determine what attributes were considered, what characteristics were 
most important in the process of selecting a computer system, and what ap-
plications or tasks were p la nned for the acquired systems. Other items of in-
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terest included sources of information influencing the purchase decision, 
the number of models evaluated, and systems actually acquired. 

BACKGROUND 

Wit~in the past few years, several articles in the literature have been sym-
pathetic to the problems of introducing computers in small organizations, 
The advice given in these articles range in emphasis from the "front end" 
study recommended by Burch ( I 977) to a checklist of detailed questions 
covering all aspects of comruter application (Pipino and Necco, 1982). 
Although much of the information is based on actual cases and the personal 
experience of various authors. none of the selection models were verified 
empirically. There weren't enough small busine~ses using computers to per-
form the necessary cross-sectional analysis. Even today, preliminary survey 
results suggest that the percentage of small businesses owning computers is 
relatively small ( Recs, 1983 I. 

A primary consideration in the literature addressing small business com-
puters pertains to the relative importance of software versus hardware. 
Earlier computer selection models tended to stress hardware characteristics 
and costs, with arplicatiom software usually relegated to a single factor in 
the selection process. Many organizations, however, discovered that the 
cost of rrogramming and software quickl} exceeded the cost of computer 
equipment (Francl, Erickson. and Lin, l 982). While the cost of hardware 
has been going down, the cost of acquiring or developing the necessary 
comruter rrograms has been on the rise. Stair refers to the "hidden cost" 
of applications software and states that "the key to a successful computer 
system is acquiring good computer programs and software." (Stair, 1979, 
r. 38l. . . .f. 

Cheney ( 1979) emphasizes the need for developmg functional spec1 1ca-
tions early in the selection rrocess. Newpeck and Hallbauer (1981) add that 
these specifications should include the objectives of the system, mainline in-
formation flow, and parameters, indicating the number of items, orders, 
customers, etc. These application descriptions then serve as the hasis for 
software selection. 

Articles appearing in 1982 and 1983 began to stress the importance of ap-
plications software as a concern of equal or greater importance than hard-
ware selection. Peterson and Green developed a model which called for the 
identification of suitable software packages noting that "the number of ac-
ceptable software candidates may be limited by premature hardware selec-
tion" (Peterson and Green, 1982, p. 124). Franc!, Erickson, and Lin (1982) 
suggest a list of likely processing needs and urge small business owners to 
put these needs in writing so that they can select programs designed to meet 
specific application goals. Garris and Burch (I 983) reemphsize software 
costs incurred at the time of implementation and observe that for the 
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-
average small business, the particular computer purchased doesn't matter a 
great deal. Petro (I 983) gives considerable attention to ven~or support 
stating that software availability and service are of utmost 1mportan_ce. 
Hemmer and Fish ( 1983) advise software selection first, hardware selection 
second, noting that "the software package is the most critical aspect of 
structuring a computer-based information system to fill the firm's needs." 
Even mass media articles are renecting this concern urging computer shop-
pers to look first at the software available, then decide which computer will 
run the programs most efficiently (Davis, 1983). 

The methodology described in this paper is designed to establish the 
perceptions of small busine!>S owner~ and managers regarding various selec-
tion criteria and provide an empirical basis for future advice to small 
business entrepreneurs seel.ing in-house computer capability. 

SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 

To perform thi!> analysis, a survey of 230 5mall businesses \\as undertaken 
usmg a questionnaire mailed to a key business manager in each firm. 
Follow-up questionnaires were sent to a random sampling of non-
respondents. A total of 61 useable questionnaires v.ere returned for a 
response rate of 26.5 percent. Respondents v.-ere not required to identify 
their organization (although some did), and the confidentiality of all 
responses was assured. 

The survey form itself included demographic data regarding the type of 
business, number of employees, and the categories of business applications 
for which the firm's computer system was (or would be) used. Each firm 
was also asked how many computer systems \\ere evaluated in the selection 
process, and what sy5tem Y.as eventually purchased by the company. 
Respondents were asked to rank attributes on the advantages of using a 
computer in the business and identify source\ of information having the 
greatest innuence in the purchase decision. Finally, a five-point scale was 
used to enable respondents to designate the relative importance of 13 
specific attributes and one or more unspecified attributes pertaining to the 
selection of a computer system. After screening the data for omissions and 
inconsistent responses, the sam ple was processed using the SPSS statbtical 
program package. Analytical techniques and findings are described m the 
next sections. 

SURVEY RESULTS 

The vast majority of small business respondents represented the service 
sector (95.1 OJo). Of these, many were professionals (doctors, accountants, 
etc ... ) and many were involved in sales and financial services (insurance, 
real estate, and others). Only three firms represented small business 
manufacturing. 
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The number of employees in participating firms ranged from I to over 40 
with 70<11o having fewer than ten employees. The survey revealed that 36~ 
of the businesses had acquired a computer, 541170 were considering the pur~ 
c_hase of_one_, a~d J?O'o had no computer and were not considering acquisi-
t10n. Thts d1stnbutton of owners. prospective owners, and non-owners is 
not considered typical since many non-owners may have had little interest in 
responding to the survey. 

Survey participants Y.ere asked to check one of the following sources of 
information \\hich had (or \\OUld have) the greatest influence in the pur-
chase decision. Percent response, are indicated: 

Personal recommendatiom 
General reputation of manufacturer 
Sales presentation 
Reviews in publications 
Other 
No response 

34% 
25% 

The personal recommendations of friends and business associates and the 
general reputation of the computer manufacturer seemed to have the 
greatest impact on the purchase decision. Other influences noted were 
dealer support, service, manufacturers' specifications, personal needs, pro-
ven software, interface with other computers, and selection made by home 
office or franchise headquarters. One respondent indicated that "compati-
ble software is the primary factor leading to a choice of economically feasi-
ble hard\\are that offers the best support." 

A list of four attributes pertaining to the value of having a computer in 
the business were ranked by each participant. Overall results of this ranking 
are contained in Table I . Respondrnts were asked to rank the items using 
"I" as the highest, but leave out any that were not considered advan-
tageous. For this reason, totals do not add up to l()()O'o. The results in Table 
I reveal that there is no dominant attribute for the various businesses, but 
an aggregate ranking of all attributes would tend to place them in the order 
listed. Thus a majority of respondents indicates that the primary value of a 
computer for their businesses centers around better and faster control of 
operation. Cost saving per se is not a primary concern. 
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TABLE I. Attributes Ranked According to Relative Value by Small 
Business Survey Respondents. (Table entries reflect percent 
responding). 

ATTRIBUTE RANK 

Aggr. 
(I) (2) (3) (4) Total Rank 

Better control of operation 44 33 11 7 950Jo (I) 
Time saving 38 26 23 8 9507o (2) 
Better information for decision making 25 28 25 18 960Jo (3) 
Long range cost saving 13 13 25 34 850-0 (4) 

(n = 61) 

All respondents were asked how many computer models they did (or 
would) evaluate before making a purchase. The number of models indicated 
ranged from I to 12 with a mode of 3. Those still searching for a computer 
were asked how many they had already looked into. The quantity ranged 
from I to 6 with a mode of l. Another question was suggested by a dealer: 
" Would you pay more for a computer to receive a high level of support, 
training, and problem solving; rather than paying less and receiving 
minimal support?'' Of all participants, 88.SOJo answered in the affirmative. 

ATTRIBUTE RATINGS 
Respondents were asked to evaluate a number of attributes on the basis 

of level of importance in choosing a computer system for their business. 
The evaluation categories given on the questionnaire were: 

Critical Importance - an absolute requirement for the system. 
High Importance - strong preference for the feature but will 

Moderate Importance 

Low Importance 
No Importance 

reluctantly trade-off for feature of critical im-
portance. 

- prefer the feature but will trade-off for 
feature of high importance. 

- nice to have the feature but can do without it. 
- no need for it, will not be considered in the 

decision. 

Data were submitted to statistical analysis sub-programs available in the 
SPSS Program (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). Table 2 
presents the attributes with resulting means, modes, and standard devia-
tions. On the basis of the means of these ratings, attributes are listed in 
perceived order of importance, (Their descriptions are contained in Appen-
dix 1.). 
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It is evident from the first five attribute, listed that small business owners 
~nd managers_ ~re p~acing_ ~onsiderable emphasis on the need for opera-
tional adaptab1l'.ty wnh mm1mal complications. Software availability, pro-
blem free operation, expandability, u~er friendliness, and dealer support are 
r~ted higher '.han the other attributes. Cost and the manufacturer's reputa-
tion are less important than many of the other a11ributes, as are technical 
features such as disk storage, internal memory, and speed. The modal 
values of the attribute rankings are also presented in Table 2, the most in-
teresting statistic being the lo,\ importance given to cost relative to other at-
tributes. 

TABLE 2. Percentage Dimibution of Attribute Ratings by Level of Impor-
tance. 

( I - critical , 2 - high, 3 - moderate, 4 - low, 5 - no importance) 

ATTRIBUTE 

Software availability 
Problem free operation 
Dealer support 
Expandability 
User-friendline,s 
Versatility 
Internal memor} 
Cost of system 
Mfr's reputation 
Disk storage 
Non-mfr' s items 
Ability to add terminals 
Speed 

(n = 61) 

AGGREGATE RATING 

Mean 

1.35 
1.37 
1.57 
1.65 
1.86 
1.97 
2.02 
2.28 
2.30 
2.36 
2.42 
2.50 
2.53 

Mode 

I 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

Std. Dev. 

.78 

.58 

.83 

.78 
1.05 
1.15 
.79 
.85 

1.12 
.98 

1.15 
1.23 
1.01 

Standard deviation is a renection of the level of agreement among the 
sample members. A low standard deviation indicates a high level of 
agreement on the perceived importance of an attribute. For instance, 
''problem-free operation," the second most important attribute on the 
basis of mean comparison, has the highest level of agreement (e.g., the 
smallest standard deviation). The highest ranked attribute, "availability ~f 
software," has the second highest level of agreement among the sample; 11 
has the same standard deviation as the fourth and seventh ranked at· 
tributes, "expandability" and "memory capacity." A ranking of the at· 
tributes by the percentage of the sample that considers each attribute of 
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I 
1 critical importance roughly parallels the ranking of the means; consequent-

ly, percentages are not shown in Table 2. Over fifty percent of the sample 
rated the first four attributes of critical importance. 

Table 3 presents significant correlations between attributes; the non-
parametric Kendall' s Tau Analysis was used. All of the significant relation-
ships are positive. Cost is not related to any of the other attributes. Cost and 
manufacturer's reputation had a low estimate of communality (shared 
variance) with the other attributes. User-friendliness has a significant rela-
tionship with only one other variable, software availability; these two were 
among the highest-rated attributes (I and 2 in critical importance). The at-
tributes representing the capacity of the system (expandability, disk storage, 
internal memory, and the ability to add terminals) have highly significant 
inter-relationships, as one would expect. It is interest ing to note that signifi-
cant relationships do not exist bet\Ooeen manufacturer's reputation, 
problem-free operation, and support. One would assume that the latter two 
would be the reason for selecting a well-known system. 

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS 

Respondents were further asked to list the business applications that the 
computer was (or would be) used for. After e\·aluating the questionnaires, 
eight categories of computer applications were identified. Descriptions of 
these categories arc contained in Appendix IL The most popular business 
applications by percentage of the sample indicating their preferences are: 
Accounting 76.1 % 
Word-processing 45. 7070 
Data-base management 39.1070 
Analysis 23. 9% 
Specialized applications 21 . 70/o 
Inventory 10. 9% 
Mailing 4.3% 
Information service 4.30-0 

This ranking parallels the experience of the authors; generally, a computer 
system is purchased to facilitate the accounting and transcription (word-
processing) processes. These are among the most time-consuming processes 
in non-computer offices; and, as a consequence, they are among the first 
programs purchased. 

These results tend to agree with the findings of Rees ( 1983) in the areas of 
word processing and transaction processing (which includes accounting and 
data base management) as being high on the list of present and future uses. 
Precise comparisons of other application areas are not possible due to the 
different categories identified in the survey. 
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TABI I:. 3 

Non-Parametric Correlations (Kendall'~ Tau) Between A11ributes 

ATTRIBUTE: ,oflware U\CT problem non mfr',di,~ internal add mfr's 
cost ava1lablc friendly e,pand free ,upport speed vcr,1.ullc nem, ,tge memory terminal, reputation 

cost 
software 
available .5941 .213' 209 1 221' .227' 
u~r 
friendly .276' 
expand .299' .271' 326' .3531 318' .4351 421 1 

problem 
free .328' .346' .320' .347' .194' 

support .3591 2721 

speed . 1951 334 1 .IYI!' 374 1 .361 1 .1871 

versatile .276' 
non-mfr's 
item~ .350 1 .433 1 .211' 
disk stge .M'J' .369' .2551 

internal 
memory .3871 .358 1 

add 
terminals .2872 

mfr's 
reputation 

estimate of 
communahty 0.67 1.00 1.00 I 00 1.00 1.00 .75 1.00 .91 1.00 NA• 1.00 .61 

1 ,~"cl of ,ianificancc < 001 1 level of ,,jtnit'icancc < .OS 
l1!vel ot ,,g_nHlcancc < "' •1h~1.ll1on lor c,lun.:t.tc of t:01nn1unal1ty ~ould not he ac'-·ornph,hcd \Vllh inclu,ion c,f var1nblc _,_ 



CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The sample indicates that the availability of software is the most popular 
absolute requirement of a system and that it precedes the nature of the hard-
ware. Other popular requirements are that the system be simple to use; that 
it be relatively free of problems; and that, when problems exist, help should 
be readily available from 1he dealer. Of lesser importance are the 
mechanical features of the system (with the exception of expandability). 
Among these mechanical features are speed, storage capacity, and 1he 
capability of adding terminals. It is interesting to note that the name of the 
system (the manufacturer) is low in importance relative to what is obtained 
with the system. This may indicate a certain degree of self-confidence on the 
part of prospective purchasers and a willingness to consider a relatively wide 
range of options. Price is also given a low priority in importance. It is 
assumed that there is a cost limit in the purchase of a system; but the data 
indicate that price is of less importance than many other attributes. 

The purpose of this study was to gain some perception of microcomputer 
selection criteria used by small firms. The information has several implica-
tions: Researchers and consultants to small business organizations should 
be (and some are) emphasizing the importance of applications software, 
support, and useabili1y. Manufacturers and distributors can reorient their 
development and marketing efforts to meet the real concerns of their 
customers. Furthermore, information gleaned from 1he experience of others 
is now available to assist small business managers in the selection of an ap-
propriate computer-based system. 
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APPENDIX I. Description of Attributes Evaluated by Sample Respondents 

ATTRIBUTE 

Cost of system 

Software availability 

User-friendliness 

Expandability 

Problem free operation 

Dealer support 

Speed 

Versa! iii I y 

Non-mfr's ilems 

Disk slorage 

Internal memory 

Ability to add 1erminals 

Mfr's reputation 
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DESCRlPTION 

The initial cost of a computer 
system. 

The availability of soflware need-
ed by the firm. 
The absence of difficulty in 
mastering and using both the 
software and hardware. 

The ability to expand 1he system 
to meet future needs. 

The absence of break-downs. 

Support from the dealer in 
setting-up, training personnel, 
and assistance in solving pro-
blems. 

Rapid input, processing and out-
put of data. 

The system's multi-use capaci1y. 

Availability of hardware and soft-
ware from sources other than the 
computer's manufacturer. 

Disk storage capacity. 

Memory capacity within the com-
puter. 

Capabili1y of adding terminals to 
the system. 

A name-brand synonymous with 
quality and reliability. 



APPENDIX II. Descriptions of Bu,iness Applications Reported by Sample 
Respondents. 

APPLICATION CATEGORY 

Accounting 

Word-processing 

~tailing 

Analysis 

Inventor} 

Data base management 

Information service 

Specialized applications 

DESCRIPTION 

Billing, accounts payable, ac-
counts receivable, general ledger, 
and payroll. 

Text editing, formatting, letter 
writing. 

Storing, sorting, and printing of 
mailing addresses; up-dating. 

Planning, financial analysis, 
budgeting, estimating, tables, 
graphs, use of electronic spread-
sheet. 
Inventory-item record filing, up-
dating, listing, flagging re-order 
points, processing requisitions, 
and printing purchase orders. 

Data manipulation, records filing, 
cross indexing, data storage and 
retrieval. 

Shared processing, tie-in with 
other computers, tele-
communications, or access to 
commercial data libraries: i.e., 
Do" Jones, CompuServe, ... 

Applications designed for specific 
business: i.e., real estate, in-
surance, .... 

APPENDIX Ill. Survey Questionnaire 

This questionnaire is for a business research project; it wi ll not be used as a 
sales lead. Carefully read the instructions \\ hich accompany each question. 
The questionnaire is directed to all businesses that either already have a 
computer system or are cont emplating the purchase of one. 

I. A. What is your business? 
manufacture __ , wholesale __ , retail __ , service __ 

B. What are your principal products (i.e. clothing, real estate) 
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2. What is the average number of persons employed by the business? __ 

3. A. Do you currently have a computer that you use in your business? 
YES __ NO __ 

B. If you marked YES to the previous question, what model is it; or, if 
you marked NO, what model or models would you consider if you 
intended to purchase one? 

4. If you have a computer. for \\hat purposes do you use it; or, if you did 
have one. for \\ hat purposes would you use it in your business? (for ex-
ample: accounting, word processing) 

5. Rank the following attributes(" I" for the highest) on the basi\ of the ad-
\antages of using a computer in your business; if you do not consider 
anyone of the listed attributes an advantage, do not rank it. Space 1s pro-
vided for any attributes. that are not listeJ. which you consider advan-
tages (also include these attributes in your ranking.) 

Attributes 
long-range cost saving 

time-saving 

better control of operation 

better information for decision-ma~mg 

Rank 

6. Which one of the follo\, ing source, of information had or would ha\ e 
the greatest influence in your purchase decision? (only check one) 

sales presentations 
re\iews in publications 
general reputation of manufacturer 
per~onal recommendatiom 
(other) 

7. How many computer models did you evaluate or would you evaluate 
prior to reaching a decision? __ _ 
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8. What is the importance to you of each of the following items in relation 
to choosing or having chosen a computer system for your business? 
Place a mark in the space provided that most accurately reflects your 
opinion. 

space 1 - critical importance: an absolute requirement for the system. 
space 2 - high importance: strong preference for feature but will reluc-

tant!~ trade-off for feature of critical importance. 
space 3 - moderate importance: prefer the feature but will trade-off for 

feature of high importance. 
space 4 - lO\\ importance: nice to have the feature but can do without it. 
space 5 - not important: no need for it, will not be considered in the deci-

sion. 

a. mu 1al ,o,t 
b. availab1l11; of ,of1"are 
c. "'u,er-tnendhne"'" of 

hard"are and 3,jjljblc 
-Oll\\are 

d. C\Pandability of ,ysiem 
(i.e. ab1h1y 10 eApand 
memor). storage) 

e. quality (problem free) 
f. ,upport (help and ,er-

\lcin~ from manufac-
turer-and or dealer) 

g. ,peed (rapid input, pro-
cessing and output of 
data) 

h. ,ersatility (abil1t) IO put 
system 10 d1t krcnt u,e,) 

i. availability of hardware 
and ,oft\\ are for the 
w,tem other than from 
the computer", manufac-
turer. 

j. data ,torage capacity 
k. memory capacity 
hst any other featu re, 
"hich you consider of 
critical. high or moderate 
importance and md,catc 
the degree of importance: 

aiucal 
importance 
I 2 4 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION! 

not 
important 
5 

F B. Green is an Assistant Professor of Decision Sciences and Alden Peter-. · S1a1e son is an Assistant Professor of Management at Appalachian 
University. 
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